In this paper, written for a general audience, I review and contrast various strategies that the body uses to control homeostasis and movement. Messages, signals, communication channels, and control systems are dealt with from both a cellular and an integrative perspective. The major global control strategies are feedback, feedforward, and adaptive control, and examples of each are presented to highlight advantageous and disadvantageous features. Many physiological systems use these three strategies in combination. 1988.
and adaptive control (9) . Figure 3 contrasts the structural features of the three control strategies and also illustrates how they can be used in combination. In all cases, the ultimate target of control is a controlled system. A system is said to be controlled when its forcing function inputs (Fig. 3) Figure   2 . Comparison of endocrine and neural channels for communication.
In the case of the endocrine system (A), the circulation serves as a single common channel for transmitting a set of endocrine signals. This composite signal, composed of the elements (H,, H2 Ha), functions as a public message that is broadcast to cells throughout the body, two of which are shown. Different cells will decode this message in different ways depending of the particular set of receptors they have and the manner in which these receptors are coupled to intracellular events. Thus the message will produce different actions on different target tissues. This is an efficient method for the global distribution of general information, allowing it to be used in a manner that depends on the site of action. In contrast, the nervous system (B) uses numerous private communication channels, the nerve fibers, to transmit specific information from one site to another. The diagram shows a given neuron receiving a set of private messages through the channels provided by its afferent fibers. The synapses at the afferent nerve terminals decode these messages, translating them into postsynaptic events, whereupon they are combined to compute an output message. The latter is encoded into a sequential pattern of action potentials and then distributed by transmission along the efferent fiber to new sites of action. Fig. 3 ) or directly to the controlled system as a forcing function.
Its inputs specify the goals or targets of the overall control process. Sensors that monitor disturbances also provide useful inputs when feedforward is used for regulation.
An adaptive controller modifies the elements of a control system rather than causing immediate changes in output.
The purpose of such modifications is to improve the properties of feedforward or feedback controllers, or to promote beneficial alterations in the controlled system. Although an adaptive controller uses feedback information, it does so in a slow or intermittent manner.
Usually one defines an adaptive modification as a change in the moment-to-moment properties of a system that occurs over a time span of several to many responses.
REGULATORY FUNCTION
A control system that is designed primarily to compensate for disturbances is usually called a regulator. and that homeostatic systems often use the two in combination.
Now I wish to turn to the control problem, where the goal is to cause the controlled variable to vary in some prescribed manner rather than remain constant (9) . Here I will draw on examples of limb (13, 14) and eye (15) As an additional strategy, the brain uses internal negative feedback loops as a substitute for normal feedback. These loops are stable because they have short time delays.
The internal feedback shown in Fig. 6 sends the visuomotor controller an efference copy of the motor command, as a substitute for actual position information.
This signal is used to predict the position that is likely to result some time in the future. When internal feedback loops are used as a substitute for external loops, the overall system can no longer compen- A triggered pulse generator uses information about target position and internal feedback to produce pulses. The integrator converts the pulses into the step part of the command. A summing junction combines step and pulse components, after the amplitude of the latter has been adjusted, to produce the composite pulse-step motor command that drives eye movements. An adaptive controller is needed to adjust pulse-to-step ratios and to match overall command amplitudes to target positions. 
